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3. Microsoft Exchange 2013 Data Loss Prevention 

Microsoft Exchange has long been the market leader in terms of internal email system 
implementations and is now becoming a very valuable tool in hosted configurations. 
That is because Microsoft has been very conscientious and diligent in improving its vast 
feature set each and every time it delivers a new version. With Exchange 2007, 
Microsoft introduced the concept of Transport Rules — rules that control the flow of 
the messages in your email system based on the content of the message. These rules, 
together with Journaling Rules — rules that control the archiving of messages, offered 
a modicum of control over the behavior of your messaging system.  

Both types of rules are made of conditions — sets of parameters that analyze a 
message or actions (behavior events that are initiated when a condition is met, and 
optional exceptions). One good example is the addition of a disclaimer to all outbound 
messages. By putting the disclaimer in a rule, you do not need to have each individual 
user add the disclaimer to their default message signature. It also ensures consistency. 
Other examples can be the dropping of messages with inappropriate content, the 
control of messages between specific groups, archiving of all messages to create 
backups and much more. 

Both transport and journaling rules were improved in Exchange 2010, but it wasn’t 
until Exchange 2013 that Microsoft saw fit to transform these rudimentary rules into 
something much more powerful: Data Loss Prevention (DLP). DLP is also available for 
the online version of Exchange, which can be found in Microsoft Office 365. DLP 
regroups the journaling, transport rules and compliance features of previous versions 
into a powerful data-retention tool that will help prevent data leakage or loss within 
organizations. 

DLP is a policy engine that allows you to analyze the content of a message as it is being 
written and help determine how the message fits into your organization’s policies. Note 
that DLP is only available in the premium editions of Exchange Online or Exchange 
2013. 

While DLP offers a new, proactive means of controlling compliance, it is important to 
note that Exchange 2013 continues to offer other, reactive means of controlling 
compliance. These are focused on Message Records Management. 

3.1 Message Records Management 

Transport policies control email in transit. Journaling policies control messages by 
content. Data Loss Prevention controls message content as it is written. And Messaging 
Records Management policies control message retention on mailboxes. In order to 
maintain compliance to the regulations that affect you, you may have to make sure 
each and every one of these tools is in place: 

• Exchange’s integrated archiving feature provides a better model for email 

retention. Users can and should integrate their local personal storage (PST) 

files into their centrally-stored mailbox and then use policies to archive older 

content. While it is stored centrally, archived content is always available to end 

users. 

• The multi-mailbox search feature can be delegated to compliance officers. 

Organizations that need to verify content for compliance can now do so 


